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Abstract

We report on several experiments using the optical transition
radiation (OTR) produced by a 100 MeV electron beam. In using a
sensitive video camera coupled with a digital image processing
system an accurate and simple beam profile monitor has been
devised.

In measuring with a photo-multiplier the radiation emitted in a
small solid angle around the direction of the OTR emission, a
signal very sensitive to beam energy variations has been obtained.

These experiments have been carried out on the Saclay ALS
linac.

Introduction

More than fifteen years ago, one of us (L.W), studying the
properties of the optical transition radiation (OTR) produced by
40-70 MeV electrons, demonstrated the interest of this
phenomenon for precise and powerful particle beam
diagnostics [1,2].

As a matter of fact, OTR, wich is produced whenever a charged
particle crosses the boundary separating two media with different
dielectric constants (e.g. vacuum and metal) allows, not only
precise beam profile imaging, but also measurements of emittance
or energy thanks to its high energy-dependant directivity.
Moreover, enhanced precision can be obtained by the use of a pair
of foils as radiator instead of a single one, leading then to an
interference pattern.

Resuming these ideas, recent experiments have been performed
on the FEL's electron beams of Los Alamos and Boeing [3]. .

At the Saclay Linac (ALS) we were primarily interested in
devising a simple tool (single foil) for beam profile imaging and
small energy variations monitoring.

Theoretical background

In the simplest case, when a relativistic particle of
velocity v = PC and reduced energy y travelling in a vacuum
impinges on a metallic surface, the radiated energy per unit solid
angle dQ and unit frequency interval do is given by :

d*W _ e2 sin20
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where R is the optical reflection coefficient of the material (R = 1
for most of noble metals as AI, Ag, Fe) and 0 the angle of emitted
rays with respect to the direction of specular reflection of the
pseudo-photons (electrons) (Fig 1).

For a highly relau'vistic particle ( •y»! ) 3 is very small and the
density of radiation becomes :
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Figure 1 : Schematic illustration of OTR emission.

The angular distribution given on figure 2 represents the
signature of OTR. The maximum intensity is peaked in a
direction 8M = Y"'-
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Figure 2 : Theoretical OTR intensity profile vs angles
measured from direction of specular reflection.

Integrating the radiation in a cone of apex angle 60 one obtains,
putting u = y60:

du
u" (1)



Of particular interest is the latter case for sensitive energy
monitoring of a beun of very small emitunce. When the
condition u << 1 is not well satisfied the angularly integrated
intensity varies less rapidly than the fourth power of g as indicated
above. The power variation un where n < 4 is listed in table I for
different collimating apertures.
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Table I : Correspondance between a fraction of the maximum
emission angle (u = n60) and the exponent n of OTR intensity as a
function of the beam energy.

The photon yield in a large frequency interval
(i.e. 400 run < X < 800 ran) is easily shown to be of the order of
the fine structure constant :
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Experimental arrangement

The Saclay ALS (a 700 MeV high duty cycle electron linac)
offers after its 6th section a 2 m long drift space in which 1 m was
available. At this point, the beam energy is in the 60-120 MeV
range, according to the machine regime, we have installed here a
retractable radiator consisting of a circular plate of stainless
steel 2 mm thick. Stainless was chosen for its ability to be polished
at optical standards (2X) despite its disadvantage of producing
much radioactivity. It is placed at a 45* angle with respect to the
beam direction.

Because of the high directivity of the RT emission, it was
indispensable to carefully align the detection devices. We have
used a laser that was itself positionned in reflecting its beam on the
center of the rear face of the radiator (also polished), towards the
center of an already existing viewscreen at a distance of 2 meters.
The camera could then be aligned on the laser beam thanks to
a 5 degree of freedom support assembly (Fig. 3).

Camera

First, we have used a low cost camera Thomson TAV 570. It
works with a 2/3" (8,8 * 6,6 mm2) "Newicon" image tube, which
differs from a Vidicon only by a more sensitive photoconductive
area (0.5 lux). In these conditions, good images were obtained with
the following pulsed beam : 5 mA peak current. 20 ms, 6.25 Hz.
The image size formed on the sensitive area was approximately
3 mm. When the image was spread over a 10 times larger size we
h«d to use a silicon intensified target camera (S.I.T.) of
sensitivity 10"* lux. manufactured by SOFRETEC [4].

Image processing

We have used a VME system equipped with 3 "Imaging
Technology" modules [5], namely one analog/digital interface
(ADI), one frame buffer (FB). one arithmetic logical unit (ALU) ; a
C-librrry was provided by the manufacturer performing usual
elementary functions. It was then possible to develop a Fortran user
level.

A VME Fortran software including digital processing and
appropriate treatment subroutines has been written in order to study
both the beam cross section and the RT angular distribution.

Figure 3 : Schematic of the experimental set-up.
R- OTR radiator
Lr alignment laser. F- focusing lens f=0.9 m
S- linac shielding D- diaphragm
C- S.I.T. camera P.M- photomultiplier
V-viewscreen M-splitter

Beam cross section imaging

In imaging the radiator itself with the camera, we observe the
image of the electron beam cross section via the OTR photons. The
advantages of such a viewscreen, consisting in a simple metallic
foil,over a classical one (phosphor deposit or chromium doped
alumina) are multiple :

- no vacuum degradation under beam irradiation ;
- no discrepancy between the image size and the actual beam

size, as is often observed ;
- good linearity, i.e. the number of emitted photons is

proportionnai to the number of the incident electrons ;
- no remanence. Moreover, it should be kept in mind that OTR

being a very rapid phenomenon, in the picosecond scale, time
resolved measurements can be performed ;

From the digitized beam image, the beam size can be extracted
by the use of an isointensity curve (Fig. 4). Three-dimension
profiles and pseudocolors representations are also possible and very
convenient.
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Figure 4: Beam cross-section image with contour and
dimensions determined by the computer.

RT angular distribution imaging

In adjusting the camera on infinity, we observe an image of the
RT angular distribution (Fig. 5). It can be scanned along a diameter
and thus provide an experimental plot of the radiation intensity vs
angles of emission. The useful part of this plot is then fined to the
theoretical expression of the OTR intensity convoluated with a
gaussian beam divergence (Fig. 6).



As described in reference [1] and demonstrated in [3] one can
thus determine the beam energy and the gaussian divergence s of
the beam angular distribution.

Such a signal could be used for beam energy stability
monitoring or as an error signal for a feedback loop,

Figure 5 : Image of the RT angular distribution. The small
luminous spot inside the dark central region is the image of the
linac electron gun cathode, 40 m away.
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Figure 6 : Fit of an experimental angular distribution by Rule
formula [3].The beam energy is found equal to 78MeV and
a = 1.5 mrad.

R.T. intensity in a small angle

In order to verify formula (1) we have installed the
experimental set-up shown on figure 3. The lens with a focal length
of 900mm forms in the focal plane a circle of maximum intensity
of radius 6.5 nun for a 70 MeV beam. At this place, a circular
collimator of radius 1.85mm selects a small fraction of the
emission, detected by the photomultiplier (OpY= 0.28). Centering
of the distribution can be accomplished in using the camera while
steering the electron beam. High sensitivity is required because of
the long focal length of the lens. Transmission of the RT light
through the shielding wall is indispensable to avoid the P.M.
saturation by the background noise induced by the beam striking
the radiator.

The verification consists in plotting variations of the P.M.
signal amplitude vs variations of the beam energy. Variations of the
beam energy are made in varying the input power of the last
accelerator klystron. Knowing the relative variation of its RF
power, one can calculate (as we had no spectrometer available) the
relative variation of its contribution to beam energy :

AE/E=l/2(AP/P)

Hence, the initial iota] energy being known with enough
accuracy, one can calculate its relative variation. Plot on figure 7
shows that the PM. signal varies 4 times faster than the beam
energy.
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Figure 7 : Experimental plot of the OTR intensity variation in a
small angle vs beam energy relative variation.
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